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Let U(r) denote the multiplicative group of modular units over r. Thus an element of U(r) is a modular function g over r without zeros or poles on !Q. The group U(r) may be identified with the group of meromorphic functions on Xr whose divisors are supported on the cusps. Let r (resp. r) denote the group of divisors (resp. degree zero divisors) supported on cusps(r) and for g E U(r) let divr(g) E r be the divisor of the associated meromorphic function on Xr. The cuspidal group on Xr is the group Cr = r/diVr ( U( r))
We will view Cr as a subgroup of Pic°(Xr). A theorem of Manin and Drinfeld [2, 11] asserts that Cr is a finite group. where rr E(x) = 27ri * Resx xr(E). This is a divisor of degree zero with complex coefficients. Let 5Pr(E) be the Z-submodule of C generated by the coefficients of
Let Gr denote the space of weight two Eisenstein series over r. If E E Gr, then E(z) dz is a r-invariant differential form on A. Let xr(E) denote the 1-form on Xr whose pull-back to A is E(z) dz. Then xr(E) is regular on Yr but may have simple poles at the cusps. Integration of xr(E) on Yr induces a homomorphism

Ar(E). Since rr E(x) is the integral of xr(E) over a parabolic cycle about x we have
For an arbitrary Z-submodule, M, of C let Gr(M) = {E E GrlS2'r(E) c M}. [18, 19] . These induce operators on the lattice Gr(Z) of integral Eisenstein series and on Pic°( Xr) preserving the cuspidal group Cr.
For E E Gr let Ar(E) = 9Dr(E)/5Pr(E)
PROPOSITION
r(Eo). By (a) it follows that S2 r(E) c Q Sr(E) for any E E Gr. Since Sr(E) S2 r(E) are finitely generated, (b) follows. O For a prime I not dividing N let T be the usual Hecke correspondence on Xr and for a E (Z/NZ)* let (a) be the associated Nebentypus automorphism of Xr
If E1, E2 are primitive Dirichet characters defined modulo N and E E Gr satisfies ElT,= (E1(l) + IE2(1))E for all 1 + N, then we say E has signature (E1, E2). In this case E has Nebentypus character E1E2.
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. 1X an lsomorp msm (Z/N Z) * Gal (Q( e ( 1 /N ) )/Q) a (Ta: e(1/N) e(a/N)) THEOREM 
(a) To every E C Gr there is associated a canonical subgroup Cr(E) C Cr and a canonicalperfect pairing Cr(E) X Ar(E) Q/Z (b) If E E gr(Q[Els E2]) has signature (E1, E2), then (i) 9pr(E) r(E) are fractional ideals in Q[E1, E2]. Hence Ar(E) and by duality Cr(E) inherit natural structures of Z[E1, E2]-modules. (ii) Cr ( E ) is preserved by the action of Gal(Q( e (1 /N ))/Q), TZ ( I + N ) and < a ) (a E (Z/NZ)*). In terms of the Z[E1, E2]-module structure:
, acts as El ( a ); TZ acts as El(l) + IE2(l); <a) acts as ElE2(a).
PROOF. We will define Cr(E) and prove (a). We refer the reader to [19, §3.2] for the proof of (b).
For E C Gr we have Ar(E) C r X Sr(E) 
Since m acts invertibly on Elm(X), we have Elm(X) = (°) The group of squares in the Galois group G= Gal(K/Q(e(1/N))) (Z/mZ)* acts at the same time trivially and via X on ElN,(X). Therefore ,uNl(X) is annihilated
The subgroup of Cr associated to D is the image of the composition Hom(R(D); Z) r Cr + ¢*(D). C1
It follows from the definition that for A E C* the subgroup associated to D is equal to the subgroup associated to XD.
The Hecke algebra T = Z[TX, (a>: I + N prime, a E (Z/NZ)*] and the Galois group G= Gal(Q(e(1/N))/Q) act on r. If T[G] acts on D via a character A: T[G] C, then the subgroup of Cr associated to D is a cyclic T[G]-submodule of
Cr. In this section we show how Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 can be used to study this module. In case r = rl(X) we will obtain a complete description. When r = rO(X) we describe it only modulo the Shimura group.
For the rest of this section we will write r1 for rl(N) and rO for ro(N) Over rl our method may be summarized in two steps:
(1) Find a weight two Eisenstein series E over rl with Arl(E) = D. Q( e (1/N ) The L-series of E is then easily calculated using the identity
(2) Use Theorem 1.3 to find gZ rl( E ). Then the subgroup of Crl associated to D is Crl(E) and its structure is described in Theorem 1.2. The first step is easily accomplished using Proposition 4.7(d). To carry out (2) we
for t E & *. 
